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Sommario/riassunto

Current and Future Security Challenges -- Transformations of the
Military -- Interventionism, Post-Interventionism, Neo-Interventionism
-- Civil-Military Relations.
The present anthology stems from the perception of a widespread and
manifest uneasiness concerning the business of military intervention in
our times. Indeed, the West is for quite some time engaged in a deep
introspection about his military intervention policies in the years to
come and reflects about this. What will Western military intervention
policies look like in the future; what kind of military intervention
policies is wanted and what kind of military intervention policies is
financially, politically and socio-culturally possible and militarily
feasible? The hypothesis pursued in this volume states that, in the
foreseeable future, we may see a different kind of military intervention
policy and intervention posture of the West that will lead to different
military interventions. It may be argued that we are witnessing the
dawn of a new era, the era of military post-interventionism.   Contents
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